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SOLAR	ENERGY

Storage
CHEMICAL		

BONDS

Artificial	photosynthesis

FUELS

Highest	energy	density	

Easy	to	transport	

Most	industries	depend	on	fossil	fuels

Renewable
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MJ/L MJ/Kg

Uranium		 >109 >108

Gasoline 34 46

Coal ≈38 ≈30

Methane	(liquified) 22 55

Wood ≈13 ≈16

H2	(700	bar) 9 142

Li	battery <2.6 <0.9

Alkaline <1.3 <0.6

Lead_acid	battery 0.56 0.17

Advantages of fuels

High energy density
Easy to transport
Completely stable
Reliable, easy set-up
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THE ADVERSARY

Fossil	fuels	(again)		

Massive	production	scale!	(5000	m3	methane	/	hour)!	

- Minimum	price!	1-3$/Kg	(500	L)"	

- Well-established	and	reliable	industry	

- Profitable	industry

$60.91/barrel of oil (by March 14th 2018)) 
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Artificial photosynthesis (1)

Grätzel,	M.	et	al.	Science	2014,	345,	1593.

are uncorrected and thus include resistive losses
in the electrolyte). In the three-electrode configu-
ration, the NiFe LDH/Ni foam electrode requires
an overpotential (hOER) of only 240 mV to reach
a (projected geometric area) current density of
10 mA cm!2. This potential is 100 mV less than
the Pt/Ni foam electrode, whereas Ni(OH)2/Ni
foam electrode has nearly the same performance
as the Pt/Ni foam for the OER. All of the modi-
fied electrodes show improved performance com-
pared with pristine Ni foam. The small cathodic
peak at 1.3 V versus RHE is due to the reduction
of the oxidized NiFe LDH.
For the measurement of the catalytic activity

toward the HER, the electrodes were swept at
1 mV s!1 from negative to positive potential on
the RHE scale. The performance of the NiFe
LDH/Ni foam electrode is much better than the
bareNi foam and slightly better thanNi(OH)2/Ni
foam, but worse than the Pt/Ni foam electrode
(Fig. 2B). TheNiFeLDH/Ni foamelectrode requires
an overpotential (hHER) of 210 mV to achieve a
current density of 10 mA cm!2, which is 100 mV
greater than the Pt/Ni foam electrode. The gains
that we achieve on the practical level through the
use of Earth-abundant catalysts offset the small
loss in voltage that we observe. Considering that
the HER activity in strong base is usually two to
three orders lower than in acidic solution (43), the
performance of this electrode is remarkable.

To go a step closer to the real application,
overall water splitting in a two-electrode configu-
ration was investigated (Fig. 2C). Overall, the
NiFe LDH/Ni foam electrode shows nearly the
same performance as the Pt/Ni foam electrode,
with 10 mA cm!2 water-splitting current reached
by applying just 1.7 V across the electrodes. To
confirm the bifunctional activity of the NiFe
LDH/Ni foam electrodes, the evolved gaseous
products were quantified by means of gas chro-
matography.We confirmed quantitative Faradaic
gas evolution at the predicted 2:1 ratio for hydro-
gen and oxygen, within experimental error (Fig.
2D). The exceptional bifunctionality, high activ-
ity, and low cost of the NiFe LDH/Ni foam elec-
trode make it highly competitive for potential
large-scale industrial applications.
The stability of the catalyst is very important

because a practical water-splitting device should
ideally last for several years (the longer the life-
time of the device, the lower the cost of the re-
sulting hydrogen). To assess the stability of the
NiFe LDH/Ni foam catalyst electrode, 1.8 V was
applied to the electrodes, and there is a small
degradation over a 10-hour test (fig. S1). How-
ever, the performance of the catalyst electrodes
fully recovered in the second and third repeat
experiments on the same electrode. Thus, although
the mechanism of this decrease is yet unclear, the
system benefits from the diurnal cycle, in which

any slight reduction in photocurrent during day-
time illumination is recovered at night. Further
characterization of the catalyst electrodes can be
found in figs. S2 to S4 and movie S1.
Using the above-demonstrated high-efficiency,

low-cost perovskite solar cell and bifunctional
water-splitting catalyst, an overall water-splitting
cell was assembled (28). The schematic diagram
of the device is shown in Fig. 3A. The perovskite
solar cells were placed side by side and connected
with wires to the immersed catalyst electrodes,
and simulated solar irradiation provided the en-
ergy to split water. A generalized energy diagram
is shown in Fig. 3B of the two perovskite solar
cells connected in series as a tandem cell for wa-
ter splitting. The tandemcell used in the integrated
device exhibited the J–V response depicted in
Fig. 3C, yielding a VOC of 2.00 Vwhile retaining a
high PCE of 15.7%. The predicted operating cur-
rent density of the combined system (normalized
to the total illuminated area of the solar cells) is
defined by the intersection of the J–V curves of
both the perovskite tandem solar cell and the
catalyst electrodes in the two-electrode configu-
ration (Fig. 3C), giving a value of 10.0 mA cm!2.
This operating current, which corresponds to a
solar-to-hydrogen efficiency of 12.3%, was con-
firmed with measurement in the standalone,
unbiased light-driven configuration (Fig. 3D). To
show the current more clearly, we present only
the results of the initial 8 min in Fig. 3D. The
performance of the device is further character-
ized under AM 1.5G chopped light illumination
without applying any external bias for 2 hours
(fig. S5). The fluctuation of the current under
illumination is caused by bubble formation on
the surface, which affects the effective surface
area. The overall decrease in current on longer
time scales is mainly due to the instability of the
perovskite solar cell, a challenge that could be
addressed by proper passivation and encapsula-
tion techniques. A second representative device,
featuring cells with greater stability but lower
overall efficiency, is shown in fig. S6.
The operating point of the water-splitting cell

occurs very close to themaximumpower point of
the perovskite tandem cell (9.61mA cm!2 at 1.63 V)
(Fig. 3C), indicating that minimal energy is lost
in converting electrical to chemical energy in this
system. In fact, we have achieved close to the
maximum solar-to-hydrogen efficiency possible
with the current state-of-the-art perovskite solar
cell (in a side-by-side configuration). However, a
solar-to-hydrogen efficiency up to 15% is reason-
ably possible with the fast development of per-
ovskite solar cells (the theoretical upper limit for
hydrogen generation in this configuration, as de-
fined by a 1.5 eV band gap and the solar flux, is
17.8%). Improved stability of the device perform-
ance can be achieved through passivation of the
perovskite solar cells. Furthermore, in the cur-
rent study, the solar cells are wired with the Ni
foam electrodes; however, alternative architec-
tures are possible, for example, by directly attach-
ing the water-splitting catalysts onto the back
sides of the solar cells to form an integrated
system.
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Fig. 3. Combination of the perovskite tandem cell with NiFe DLH/Ni foam electrodes for
water splitting. (A) Schematic diagram of the water-splitting device. (B) A generalized energy schematic
of the perovskite tandemcell for water splitting. (C) J–Vcurves of the perovskite tandemcell underdark and
simulated AM 1.5G 100 mW cm!2 illumination, and the NiFe/Ni foam electrodes in a two-electrode
configuration. The illuminated surface area of the perovskite cell was 0.318 cm2, and the catalyst
electrode areas (geometric) were ~5 cm2 each. (D) Current density–time curve of the integrated water-
splitting device without external bias under chopped simulated AM 1.5G 100 mW cm!2 illumination.
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are uncorrected and thus include resistive losses
in the electrolyte). In the three-electrode configu-
ration, the NiFe LDH/Ni foam electrode requires
an overpotential (hOER) of only 240 mV to reach
a (projected geometric area) current density of
10 mA cm!2. This potential is 100 mV less than
the Pt/Ni foam electrode, whereas Ni(OH)2/Ni
foam electrode has nearly the same performance
as the Pt/Ni foam for the OER. All of the modi-
fied electrodes show improved performance com-
pared with pristine Ni foam. The small cathodic
peak at 1.3 V versus RHE is due to the reduction
of the oxidized NiFe LDH.
For the measurement of the catalytic activity

toward the HER, the electrodes were swept at
1 mV s!1 from negative to positive potential on
the RHE scale. The performance of the NiFe
LDH/Ni foam electrode is much better than the
bareNi foam and slightly better thanNi(OH)2/Ni
foam, but worse than the Pt/Ni foam electrode
(Fig. 2B). TheNiFeLDH/Ni foamelectrode requires
an overpotential (hHER) of 210 mV to achieve a
current density of 10 mA cm!2, which is 100 mV
greater than the Pt/Ni foam electrode. The gains
that we achieve on the practical level through the
use of Earth-abundant catalysts offset the small
loss in voltage that we observe. Considering that
the HER activity in strong base is usually two to
three orders lower than in acidic solution (43), the
performance of this electrode is remarkable.

To go a step closer to the real application,
overall water splitting in a two-electrode configu-
ration was investigated (Fig. 2C). Overall, the
NiFe LDH/Ni foam electrode shows nearly the
same performance as the Pt/Ni foam electrode,
with 10 mA cm!2 water-splitting current reached
by applying just 1.7 V across the electrodes. To
confirm the bifunctional activity of the NiFe
LDH/Ni foam electrodes, the evolved gaseous
products were quantified by means of gas chro-
matography.We confirmed quantitative Faradaic
gas evolution at the predicted 2:1 ratio for hydro-
gen and oxygen, within experimental error (Fig.
2D). The exceptional bifunctionality, high activ-
ity, and low cost of the NiFe LDH/Ni foam elec-
trode make it highly competitive for potential
large-scale industrial applications.
The stability of the catalyst is very important

because a practical water-splitting device should
ideally last for several years (the longer the life-
time of the device, the lower the cost of the re-
sulting hydrogen). To assess the stability of the
NiFe LDH/Ni foam catalyst electrode, 1.8 V was
applied to the electrodes, and there is a small
degradation over a 10-hour test (fig. S1). How-
ever, the performance of the catalyst electrodes
fully recovered in the second and third repeat
experiments on the same electrode. Thus, although
the mechanism of this decrease is yet unclear, the
system benefits from the diurnal cycle, in which

any slight reduction in photocurrent during day-
time illumination is recovered at night. Further
characterization of the catalyst electrodes can be
found in figs. S2 to S4 and movie S1.
Using the above-demonstrated high-efficiency,

low-cost perovskite solar cell and bifunctional
water-splitting catalyst, an overall water-splitting
cell was assembled (28). The schematic diagram
of the device is shown in Fig. 3A. The perovskite
solar cells were placed side by side and connected
with wires to the immersed catalyst electrodes,
and simulated solar irradiation provided the en-
ergy to split water. A generalized energy diagram
is shown in Fig. 3B of the two perovskite solar
cells connected in series as a tandem cell for wa-
ter splitting. The tandemcell used in the integrated
device exhibited the J–V response depicted in
Fig. 3C, yielding a VOC of 2.00 Vwhile retaining a
high PCE of 15.7%. The predicted operating cur-
rent density of the combined system (normalized
to the total illuminated area of the solar cells) is
defined by the intersection of the J–V curves of
both the perovskite tandem solar cell and the
catalyst electrodes in the two-electrode configu-
ration (Fig. 3C), giving a value of 10.0 mA cm!2.
This operating current, which corresponds to a
solar-to-hydrogen efficiency of 12.3%, was con-
firmed with measurement in the standalone,
unbiased light-driven configuration (Fig. 3D). To
show the current more clearly, we present only
the results of the initial 8 min in Fig. 3D. The
performance of the device is further character-
ized under AM 1.5G chopped light illumination
without applying any external bias for 2 hours
(fig. S5). The fluctuation of the current under
illumination is caused by bubble formation on
the surface, which affects the effective surface
area. The overall decrease in current on longer
time scales is mainly due to the instability of the
perovskite solar cell, a challenge that could be
addressed by proper passivation and encapsula-
tion techniques. A second representative device,
featuring cells with greater stability but lower
overall efficiency, is shown in fig. S6.
The operating point of the water-splitting cell

occurs very close to themaximumpower point of
the perovskite tandem cell (9.61mA cm!2 at 1.63 V)
(Fig. 3C), indicating that minimal energy is lost
in converting electrical to chemical energy in this
system. In fact, we have achieved close to the
maximum solar-to-hydrogen efficiency possible
with the current state-of-the-art perovskite solar
cell (in a side-by-side configuration). However, a
solar-to-hydrogen efficiency up to 15% is reason-
ably possible with the fast development of per-
ovskite solar cells (the theoretical upper limit for
hydrogen generation in this configuration, as de-
fined by a 1.5 eV band gap and the solar flux, is
17.8%). Improved stability of the device perform-
ance can be achieved through passivation of the
perovskite solar cells. Furthermore, in the cur-
rent study, the solar cells are wired with the Ni
foam electrodes; however, alternative architec-
tures are possible, for example, by directly attach-
ing the water-splitting catalysts onto the back
sides of the solar cells to form an integrated
system.
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water splitting. (A) Schematic diagram of the water-splitting device. (B) A generalized energy schematic
of the perovskite tandemcell for water splitting. (C) J–Vcurves of the perovskite tandemcell underdark and
simulated AM 1.5G 100 mW cm!2 illumination, and the NiFe/Ni foam electrodes in a two-electrode
configuration. The illuminated surface area of the perovskite cell was 0.318 cm2, and the catalyst
electrode areas (geometric) were ~5 cm2 each. (D) Current density–time curve of the integrated water-
splitting device without external bias under chopped simulated AM 1.5G 100 mW cm!2 illumination.
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are uncorrected and thus include resistive losses
in the electrolyte). In the three-electrode configu-
ration, the NiFe LDH/Ni foam electrode requires
an overpotential (hOER) of only 240 mV to reach
a (projected geometric area) current density of
10 mA cm!2. This potential is 100 mV less than
the Pt/Ni foam electrode, whereas Ni(OH)2/Ni
foam electrode has nearly the same performance
as the Pt/Ni foam for the OER. All of the modi-
fied electrodes show improved performance com-
pared with pristine Ni foam. The small cathodic
peak at 1.3 V versus RHE is due to the reduction
of the oxidized NiFe LDH.
For the measurement of the catalytic activity

toward the HER, the electrodes were swept at
1 mV s!1 from negative to positive potential on
the RHE scale. The performance of the NiFe
LDH/Ni foam electrode is much better than the
bareNi foam and slightly better thanNi(OH)2/Ni
foam, but worse than the Pt/Ni foam electrode
(Fig. 2B). TheNiFeLDH/Ni foamelectrode requires
an overpotential (hHER) of 210 mV to achieve a
current density of 10 mA cm!2, which is 100 mV
greater than the Pt/Ni foam electrode. The gains
that we achieve on the practical level through the
use of Earth-abundant catalysts offset the small
loss in voltage that we observe. Considering that
the HER activity in strong base is usually two to
three orders lower than in acidic solution (43), the
performance of this electrode is remarkable.

To go a step closer to the real application,
overall water splitting in a two-electrode configu-
ration was investigated (Fig. 2C). Overall, the
NiFe LDH/Ni foam electrode shows nearly the
same performance as the Pt/Ni foam electrode,
with 10 mA cm!2 water-splitting current reached
by applying just 1.7 V across the electrodes. To
confirm the bifunctional activity of the NiFe
LDH/Ni foam electrodes, the evolved gaseous
products were quantified by means of gas chro-
matography.We confirmed quantitative Faradaic
gas evolution at the predicted 2:1 ratio for hydro-
gen and oxygen, within experimental error (Fig.
2D). The exceptional bifunctionality, high activ-
ity, and low cost of the NiFe LDH/Ni foam elec-
trode make it highly competitive for potential
large-scale industrial applications.
The stability of the catalyst is very important

because a practical water-splitting device should
ideally last for several years (the longer the life-
time of the device, the lower the cost of the re-
sulting hydrogen). To assess the stability of the
NiFe LDH/Ni foam catalyst electrode, 1.8 V was
applied to the electrodes, and there is a small
degradation over a 10-hour test (fig. S1). How-
ever, the performance of the catalyst electrodes
fully recovered in the second and third repeat
experiments on the same electrode. Thus, although
the mechanism of this decrease is yet unclear, the
system benefits from the diurnal cycle, in which

any slight reduction in photocurrent during day-
time illumination is recovered at night. Further
characterization of the catalyst electrodes can be
found in figs. S2 to S4 and movie S1.
Using the above-demonstrated high-efficiency,

low-cost perovskite solar cell and bifunctional
water-splitting catalyst, an overall water-splitting
cell was assembled (28). The schematic diagram
of the device is shown in Fig. 3A. The perovskite
solar cells were placed side by side and connected
with wires to the immersed catalyst electrodes,
and simulated solar irradiation provided the en-
ergy to split water. A generalized energy diagram
is shown in Fig. 3B of the two perovskite solar
cells connected in series as a tandem cell for wa-
ter splitting. The tandemcell used in the integrated
device exhibited the J–V response depicted in
Fig. 3C, yielding a VOC of 2.00 Vwhile retaining a
high PCE of 15.7%. The predicted operating cur-
rent density of the combined system (normalized
to the total illuminated area of the solar cells) is
defined by the intersection of the J–V curves of
both the perovskite tandem solar cell and the
catalyst electrodes in the two-electrode configu-
ration (Fig. 3C), giving a value of 10.0 mA cm!2.
This operating current, which corresponds to a
solar-to-hydrogen efficiency of 12.3%, was con-
firmed with measurement in the standalone,
unbiased light-driven configuration (Fig. 3D). To
show the current more clearly, we present only
the results of the initial 8 min in Fig. 3D. The
performance of the device is further character-
ized under AM 1.5G chopped light illumination
without applying any external bias for 2 hours
(fig. S5). The fluctuation of the current under
illumination is caused by bubble formation on
the surface, which affects the effective surface
area. The overall decrease in current on longer
time scales is mainly due to the instability of the
perovskite solar cell, a challenge that could be
addressed by proper passivation and encapsula-
tion techniques. A second representative device,
featuring cells with greater stability but lower
overall efficiency, is shown in fig. S6.
The operating point of the water-splitting cell

occurs very close to themaximumpower point of
the perovskite tandem cell (9.61mA cm!2 at 1.63 V)
(Fig. 3C), indicating that minimal energy is lost
in converting electrical to chemical energy in this
system. In fact, we have achieved close to the
maximum solar-to-hydrogen efficiency possible
with the current state-of-the-art perovskite solar
cell (in a side-by-side configuration). However, a
solar-to-hydrogen efficiency up to 15% is reason-
ably possible with the fast development of per-
ovskite solar cells (the theoretical upper limit for
hydrogen generation in this configuration, as de-
fined by a 1.5 eV band gap and the solar flux, is
17.8%). Improved stability of the device perform-
ance can be achieved through passivation of the
perovskite solar cells. Furthermore, in the cur-
rent study, the solar cells are wired with the Ni
foam electrodes; however, alternative architec-
tures are possible, for example, by directly attach-
ing the water-splitting catalysts onto the back
sides of the solar cells to form an integrated
system.
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Fig. 3. Combination of the perovskite tandem cell with NiFe DLH/Ni foam electrodes for
water splitting. (A) Schematic diagram of the water-splitting device. (B) A generalized energy schematic
of the perovskite tandemcell for water splitting. (C) J–Vcurves of the perovskite tandemcell underdark and
simulated AM 1.5G 100 mW cm!2 illumination, and the NiFe/Ni foam electrodes in a two-electrode
configuration. The illuminated surface area of the perovskite cell was 0.318 cm2, and the catalyst
electrode areas (geometric) were ~5 cm2 each. (D) Current density–time curve of the integrated water-
splitting device without external bias under chopped simulated AM 1.5G 100 mW cm!2 illumination.
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are uncorrected and thus include resistive losses
in the electrolyte). In the three-electrode configu-
ration, the NiFe LDH/Ni foam electrode requires
an overpotential (hOER) of only 240 mV to reach
a (projected geometric area) current density of
10 mA cm!2. This potential is 100 mV less than
the Pt/Ni foam electrode, whereas Ni(OH)2/Ni
foam electrode has nearly the same performance
as the Pt/Ni foam for the OER. All of the modi-
fied electrodes show improved performance com-
pared with pristine Ni foam. The small cathodic
peak at 1.3 V versus RHE is due to the reduction
of the oxidized NiFe LDH.
For the measurement of the catalytic activity

toward the HER, the electrodes were swept at
1 mV s!1 from negative to positive potential on
the RHE scale. The performance of the NiFe
LDH/Ni foam electrode is much better than the
bareNi foam and slightly better thanNi(OH)2/Ni
foam, but worse than the Pt/Ni foam electrode
(Fig. 2B). TheNiFeLDH/Ni foamelectrode requires
an overpotential (hHER) of 210 mV to achieve a
current density of 10 mA cm!2, which is 100 mV
greater than the Pt/Ni foam electrode. The gains
that we achieve on the practical level through the
use of Earth-abundant catalysts offset the small
loss in voltage that we observe. Considering that
the HER activity in strong base is usually two to
three orders lower than in acidic solution (43), the
performance of this electrode is remarkable.

To go a step closer to the real application,
overall water splitting in a two-electrode configu-
ration was investigated (Fig. 2C). Overall, the
NiFe LDH/Ni foam electrode shows nearly the
same performance as the Pt/Ni foam electrode,
with 10 mA cm!2 water-splitting current reached
by applying just 1.7 V across the electrodes. To
confirm the bifunctional activity of the NiFe
LDH/Ni foam electrodes, the evolved gaseous
products were quantified by means of gas chro-
matography.We confirmed quantitative Faradaic
gas evolution at the predicted 2:1 ratio for hydro-
gen and oxygen, within experimental error (Fig.
2D). The exceptional bifunctionality, high activ-
ity, and low cost of the NiFe LDH/Ni foam elec-
trode make it highly competitive for potential
large-scale industrial applications.
The stability of the catalyst is very important

because a practical water-splitting device should
ideally last for several years (the longer the life-
time of the device, the lower the cost of the re-
sulting hydrogen). To assess the stability of the
NiFe LDH/Ni foam catalyst electrode, 1.8 V was
applied to the electrodes, and there is a small
degradation over a 10-hour test (fig. S1). How-
ever, the performance of the catalyst electrodes
fully recovered in the second and third repeat
experiments on the same electrode. Thus, although
the mechanism of this decrease is yet unclear, the
system benefits from the diurnal cycle, in which

any slight reduction in photocurrent during day-
time illumination is recovered at night. Further
characterization of the catalyst electrodes can be
found in figs. S2 to S4 and movie S1.
Using the above-demonstrated high-efficiency,

low-cost perovskite solar cell and bifunctional
water-splitting catalyst, an overall water-splitting
cell was assembled (28). The schematic diagram
of the device is shown in Fig. 3A. The perovskite
solar cells were placed side by side and connected
with wires to the immersed catalyst electrodes,
and simulated solar irradiation provided the en-
ergy to split water. A generalized energy diagram
is shown in Fig. 3B of the two perovskite solar
cells connected in series as a tandem cell for wa-
ter splitting. The tandemcell used in the integrated
device exhibited the J–V response depicted in
Fig. 3C, yielding a VOC of 2.00 Vwhile retaining a
high PCE of 15.7%. The predicted operating cur-
rent density of the combined system (normalized
to the total illuminated area of the solar cells) is
defined by the intersection of the J–V curves of
both the perovskite tandem solar cell and the
catalyst electrodes in the two-electrode configu-
ration (Fig. 3C), giving a value of 10.0 mA cm!2.
This operating current, which corresponds to a
solar-to-hydrogen efficiency of 12.3%, was con-
firmed with measurement in the standalone,
unbiased light-driven configuration (Fig. 3D). To
show the current more clearly, we present only
the results of the initial 8 min in Fig. 3D. The
performance of the device is further character-
ized under AM 1.5G chopped light illumination
without applying any external bias for 2 hours
(fig. S5). The fluctuation of the current under
illumination is caused by bubble formation on
the surface, which affects the effective surface
area. The overall decrease in current on longer
time scales is mainly due to the instability of the
perovskite solar cell, a challenge that could be
addressed by proper passivation and encapsula-
tion techniques. A second representative device,
featuring cells with greater stability but lower
overall efficiency, is shown in fig. S6.
The operating point of the water-splitting cell

occurs very close to themaximumpower point of
the perovskite tandem cell (9.61mA cm!2 at 1.63 V)
(Fig. 3C), indicating that minimal energy is lost
in converting electrical to chemical energy in this
system. In fact, we have achieved close to the
maximum solar-to-hydrogen efficiency possible
with the current state-of-the-art perovskite solar
cell (in a side-by-side configuration). However, a
solar-to-hydrogen efficiency up to 15% is reason-
ably possible with the fast development of per-
ovskite solar cells (the theoretical upper limit for
hydrogen generation in this configuration, as de-
fined by a 1.5 eV band gap and the solar flux, is
17.8%). Improved stability of the device perform-
ance can be achieved through passivation of the
perovskite solar cells. Furthermore, in the cur-
rent study, the solar cells are wired with the Ni
foam electrodes; however, alternative architec-
tures are possible, for example, by directly attach-
ing the water-splitting catalysts onto the back
sides of the solar cells to form an integrated
system.
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Fig. 3. Combination of the perovskite tandem cell with NiFe DLH/Ni foam electrodes for
water splitting. (A) Schematic diagram of the water-splitting device. (B) A generalized energy schematic
of the perovskite tandemcell for water splitting. (C) J–Vcurves of the perovskite tandemcell underdark and
simulated AM 1.5G 100 mW cm!2 illumination, and the NiFe/Ni foam electrodes in a two-electrode
configuration. The illuminated surface area of the perovskite cell was 0.318 cm2, and the catalyst
electrode areas (geometric) were ~5 cm2 each. (D) Current density–time curve of the integrated water-
splitting device without external bias under chopped simulated AM 1.5G 100 mW cm!2 illumination.
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Artificial photosynthesis (2)

Jaramillo,	T.	F.	et	al.	Nat.	Commun.	2016,	7,	13237.

The sustainable nature of solar electricity along with its
associated large resource potential and falling costs have
motivated a rapid increase in the deployment of utility-

scale solar electricity generation plants in recent years1. As the
installed capacity of photovoltaics (PVs) continues to grow,
cost-effective technologies for solar energy storage will be critical
to mitigate the intermittency of the solar resource and to
maintain stability of the electrical grid2. Hydrogen generation via
solar water splitting represents a promising solution to these
challenges, as H2 can be stored, transported and consumed
without generating harmful byproducts3–8. However, the cost of
H2 produced by electrolysis is still significantly higher than that
produced by fossil fuels. The Department of Energy has
calculated the H2 threshold cost to be $2.00–$4.00 per gallon of
gasoline equivalent9, whereas the most up-to-date reported H2
production cost via electrolysis is $3.26–$6.62 per gallon of
gasoline equivalent10. There are several promising approaches to
large-scale solar water splitting, including photochemical,
photoelectrochemical (PEC) and PV-electrolysis systems8; none
of these approaches are currently economically viable compared
with today’s technologies3,6,11.

To be practical for large-scale deployment, the cost of solar H2
generation must be significantly reduced. Previous studies
have predicted that achieving a high solar-to-hydrogen (STH)
efficiency is a significant driving force for reducing the H2
generation cost12–14. To date, the highest efficiency demonstrated
using a PEC water splitting system with at least one
semiconductor–liquid junction is 12.4% (refs 15,16). Theoretical
studies using a variety of assumptions have predicted that the
maximum attainable efficiency using a tandem PEC water
splitting device is 23–32% (refs 17–20). PV-electrolysis systems
have demonstrated exceptional potential to achieve even higher
STH efficiencies8,11,21–26. The highest STH efficiency
demonstrated to date, 24.4%, was delivered by a PV-electrolysis
system using GaInP/GaAs/Ge multi-junction solar cells and
polymer electrolyte electrochemical cells24. For comparison, the
best multi-junction PV created to date demonstrated a solar-to-
electricity conversion efficiency of 46.0% under concentrated
illumination27. In theory, PV-electrolysis systems could poten-
tially achieve up to 90–95% of the PV efficiency, which could
allow for PV-electrolysis efficiencies of B57% for a 3J cell and
B62% for a 4J or 5J cell28. These values indicate that there is
significant room for further improvement in the performance of
PV-electrolysis system prototypes.

The discrepancy between reported STH efficiencies for PV-
electrolysis devices and stand-alone solar-to-electricity PV
efficiencies mainly arises from poor matching of the current–
voltage (I–V) characteristics of multi-junction PVs with those of
water electrolysers8. The maximum power-point voltage (VMPP)
of a typical commercial triple-junction solar cell is in the range of
2.0–3.5 V under 1–1,000 suns of illumination. However, the
thermodynamic minimum voltage required to electrolyse water is
only 1.23 V at 300 K (refs 7,29), with practical operating voltages
in the range of 1.5–1.9 V (refs 7,30). Electrolysing water using a
voltage in excess of the thermodynamic minimum voltage results
in energy wasted as heat rather than stored in H2 chemical bonds.
Previously, this limitation was overcome by coupling multiple PV
and/or electrolyser units in series, to optimize the match between
the voltage characteristics of these device components23,24,
although the efficiencies achieved were still far from optimal.

In this work, we employ a high-efficiency triple-junction solar
cell with two series-connected polymer electrolyte membrane
(PEM) electrolysers to achieve very high STH efficiency. Our
system produces H2 with a 48 h average STH efficiency of 30%,
the highest efficiency reported to date for any solar H2 production
system, to the best of our knowledge. This work demonstrates the

potential for building extremely high-efficiency solar H2 produc-
tion systems using current state-of-the-art commercially available
solar cells and laboratory PEM electrolysers. The device design
presented herein could provide a viable route to implementing
large-scale solar water splitting installations.

Results
PV-electrolysis system design. A schematic of the PV-electrolysis
system is shown in Fig. 1. The solar cell is a commercially
available triple-junction solar cell manufactured by Solar Junc-
tion, with an active area of 0.316 cm2. From top to bottom, the
three subcells of the PV are made of InGaP (Eg! 1.895 eV), GaAs
(Eg! 1.414 eV) and GaInNAs(Sb) (Eg! 0.965 eV) respectively31.
The cell was installed on a water-cooled stage, which maintained
a cell temperature of B25 !C and was illuminated with white
light from a xenon arc lamp to simulate concentrated AM 1.5D
solar illumination. (See Supplementary Fig. 1 for comparative
xenon arc lamp and AM 1.5D spectra.) The two PEM electro-
lysers consist of Nafion membranes coated with 0.5 mg cm" 2 Pt
black catalyst at the cathode and 2 mg cm" 2 Ir black catalyst at
the anode. The two electrolysers were connected in series with the
PV cell and a potentiostat, which was used to measure the current
through the circuit. Water was pumped into the anode
compartment of the first electrolyser, whereas the cathode of
the first electrolyser had no input flow. The water and O2 effluent
from the first electrolyser’s anode compartment flowed into the
anode compartment of the second electrolyser. Likewise, the H2
from the cathode side of the first electrolyser flowed into the
cathode side of the second electrolyser. The H2 and O2 products
flowing out of the second electrolyser were collected and
quantified, whereas the unreacted water was fed back into a
water reservoir and recycled through the system. The temperature
of the electrolysers was held at B80 !C, consistent with standard
operating conditions for industrial water electrolysers21,22. The
system operated continuously for 48 h without interruption.
Further details of the experimental setup are included in the
Methods section.

System performance. The I–V characteristics of the cell under
both 1 sun and concentrated illumination are shown in Fig. 2.
Following a standard method for characterizing concentrated PV
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Figure 1 | PV-electrolysis device schematic. The PV-electrolysis system
consists of a triple-junction solar cell and two PEM electrolysers connected
in series.
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STH efficiency through the 48 h experiment. The operating 
current decreased by only 10% over this period 

This is the highest STH efficiency reported to date and the 
first solar water splitting system that demonstrates a STH 
efficiency reaching 30% or higher. 
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• Fast 
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A-LEAF: Target integrated prototype
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1+: Optimizing CRC catalysts

Prof.	J.	Pérez-Ramírez

Dr.	A.	Martín-Fernández

ChemSusChem. 2019, 12, 3501; Nat. Commun. 2018, 9, 1477; ACS Catal. 2018, 8, 837.

Raw	material:	Cu
Target	product:	formate
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1: Characterising CRC catalysts

Gas diffusion layers are a porous material composed of a dense array of carbon fibers, which also 
provides an electrically conductive pathway for current collection.

Prof.	M.	Lingenfelder

CRC catalysts: Copper-based 
nanostructures which provide high 
activity although medium selectivity.STM	image

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2019, 58, 10295
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2: OER catalysts 
McCrory, C. C. L. et al.  J. Am. Chem. Soc, 2013, 135, 16977–16987
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ACS Appl. Energy Mater. 2019, 2, 8930
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2+: Characterising OER catalysts 

Surface	doping

Prof.	U.	Diebold

J. Chem. Phys. 2019, 151, 154702

Prof.	D.	Écija
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2++: Characterising OER catalysts 

Electrochemical	correlations

Ni substrate

FTO substrate

Prof.	S.	Giménez

Mater. Adv. 2020, 1, 1202; ACS Energy Lett. 2019, 4, 337   
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2++++: Understanding OER catalysts 

Reaction	mechanism	from	experiment

Prof.	J.	Durrant

AND	theory
Prof.	N.	López

Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 2464; J. Phys. Chem. Lett., 2018, 9, 7153
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3: Photovoltaics

>15%	sun	to	power	conversion

Prof.	F.	Finger

Dr.	T.	Merdzhanova	&	Dr.	V.	Smirnov

Mater. Adv. 2020, 1, 1202; 

Raw	material:	Si
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3+: Photovoltaics Interfaces

Prof.	W.	Jaegermann

J. Electrochem. Soc. 2018, 166, H3208
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• Only earth abundant materials 
• Scalable processes (industry-ready) 
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Optimization	of	the	whole,	NOT	of	the	parts
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Our success

• Advance the field of artificial photosynthesis

• Increase its critical mass and society awareness

• Facilitate the next generation of experts

• Consolidate the European Research landscape in 
renewable energy vectors
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